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Abstract 
In recent years, research on knowledge management has become a hot issue in academia and industry. From the 
research literature of existing scholars on knowledge management, although research in this field has yielded a 
large amount of important research results, however, there is a lack of quantitative literature review to 
summarize the current status and development of the field. Most studies lack in-depth and extensional research 
on the basis of predecessors. This paper uses the bibliometric method to conduct statistical analysis of the 
literature in the field of knowledge management research, perform visualized analysis of the content of 
knowledge management research with citespace software, aiming to further understand the development of 
knowledge management research through analysis of relevant literature, frontier hotspots and future trends. The 
results of the research show: knowledge management research enters explosive development stage; 
Interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research will gradually become the direction of development in this field; 
the integration of knowledge management and big data will become future research trend. 
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1. Introduction 
Knowledge management is defined as the integration, development and storage of organizational knowledge 
(Tekic & Willoughby, 2019). On the one hand, knowledge management can effectively prevent or slow down 
the loss and depreciation of organizational knowledge by integrating organizational data, information and 
knowledge. On the other hand, it also supports the decision-making of organizational strategy (Choi, Kim, & 
Yun, 2019; Kim, Springer, Zhang, & Park, 2019); knowledge management is the specific support for the 
organization’s knowledge management implementation. The existing research directions of knowledge 
management can be divided into knowledge management process, knowledge management strategy, knowledge 
classification, knowledge measurement, related research has been very rich. However, there is a lack of 
quantitative review analysis to summarize the current status and development of the field, most studies lack 
in-depth and extensional research on the basis of predecessors. Therefore, this paper adopts the relevant theories 
and methods of bibliometric analysis, utilizes the visualized tool Citespace software. Conduct statistical and 
visual analysis of the knowledge management field, aiming to provide a summary and guidance for theory and 
application. 

2. Method and Data Collection 
2.1 Methodology 

Combining the content analysis and mapping knowledge domains analysis to perform metrological analysis in 
the field of knowledge management research. Content analysis refers to the identification of research topics 
through recognition of feature keyword and extraction, word frequency statistics and analysis to identify research 
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Table 2. Classic literature in the field of knowledge management 

Order Title Year Cited

1 Strategic human resource practices and innovation— The mediating role of knowledge 
management capacity 

2009 1129 

2 Behavioral Intention Formation in Knowledge Sharing: Examining the Roles of Extrinsic 
Motivators, Social-Psychological Forces, and Organizational Climate 

2005 4262 

3 KMPI: Measuring knowledge management performance 2005 686 
4 An Empirical Investigation of Knowledge Management Styles and Their Effect on Corporate 

Performance 
2003 909 

5 Knowledge management and knowledge management systems: Conceptual foundations and 
research issues 

2001 11996

6 Knowledge sharing: A review and directions for future research 2010 2020 
7 Enterprise 2.0: The dawn of emergent collaboration 2006 2144 
8 Information technology relatedness, knowledge management capability, and performance of 

multibusiness firms 
2005 890 

9 Knowledge Management and Organizational Performance: An Exploratory Survey 2009 691 
10 Knowledge management enablers, processes, and organizational performance: An integrative 

view and empirical examination 
2003 2402 

 

Through visual analysis of mapping knowledge domains-interpenetrating networks, e ten most influential 
documents in the field of knowledge management are get. This series of classical literatures has instructive 
significance on the theoretical basis and application practice of the research field, laying the framework for the 
research paradigm of the whole field. Chen and Huang (2009) investigated the role of knowledge management 
capabilities in the relationship between strategic human resource practices and innovation performance. Finally, 
they found that strategic human resource practices are positively related to knowledge management capabilities, 
which in turn have a positive impact on innovation performance; knowledge management capabilities play a 
mediating role between strategic human resource practices and innovation performance. Bock, Zmud, Kim, and 
Lee (2005) used the rational action theory (TRA) as the theoretical framework and used external motivation, 
social psychological strength and organizational climate factors to enhance the theory. They confirmed our 
hypothesis that attitudes and subjective norms of knowledge sharing and organizational climate influence 
individuals’ intention to share knowledge. In addition, they found that expected reciprocal relationships affect 
individual attitudes toward knowledge sharing, while self-worth and organizational climate all influence 
subjective norms. Contrary to popular belief, the expected external rewards have a negative impact on an 
individual’s knowledge-sharing attitude. Lee, Lee, and Kang (2005) provided a new metric, the Knowledge 
Management Performance Index (KMPI), which is used to assess a company’s knowledge management (KM) 
performance at a point in time. They linked KMPI to three financial indicators: stock price, price-earnings ratio 
(PER) and R&D spending. The statistical results show that the proposed KMPI can represent Resent KCP 
efficiency, and three financial performance indicators are also useful. Choi and Lee (2003) analyzed how various 
KM styles affect performance. It turns out that KM methods can be divided into four types: dynamic, systematic, 
human and passive. The focus of dynamic style is on people-oriented and system-oriented styles with higher 
performance. More high-performance humanized and systematic style. People-oriented and system-oriented 
styles do not differ in company performance; passive style results are consistent with previous observations that 
implicit and explicit knowledge are important in leveraging company knowledge. Alavi and Leidner (2001) 
reviewed and explained the knowledge management literature in different fields, focusing on identifying 
important research areas. They present a detailed process of organizing knowledge management views that focus 
on the potential role of information technology in this process. Drawing on literature review and knowledge 
management process analysis, they discussed several important research issues surrounding knowledge 
management—age processes and the role of IT in supporting these processes. Wang and Noe (2010) reviewed 
the qualitative and quantitative research of knowledge sharing at the individual level. Based on the literature 
review, they developed a framework for understanding knowledge sharing research. The framework identifies 
five key areas of knowledge sharing: organizational context, interpersonal and team characteristics, cultural 
characteristics, personal characteristics, and motivational factors. Tanriverdi (2005) proposed that knowledge 
management (KM) is the key organizational capability of IT to influence company performance. In the context 
of a multi-business company, the study examined how to organize and manage a company’s IT resources to 
improve the company’s knowledge management capabilities, and whether and how knowledge management 
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capabilities affect company performance. The study proposes two hypotheses: (1) IT relevance of the company’s 
business unit enhances cross-sector knowledge management capabilities; (2) In turn, knowledge management 
capabilities can lead to superior business performance. Data from 250 Fortune 1000 companies provide 
empirical support for these assumptions. The IT relevance of the business unit enhances the company’s 
cross-functional knowledge management capabilities. Knowledge management capabilities create and leverage 
cross-cell synergies from the company’s products, customers and management knowledge resources. These 
synergies increase the company’s financial performance. Through the mediation of KM capabilities, IT 
correlation also has a significant indirect impact on company performance. McKeen, Zack, and Singh (2006)’s 
research on KG results is related to the exploratory investigation of the organizational impact of knowledge 
management (KM). The search literature reveals 12 KM practices. The results show that these knowledge 
management is directly related to organizational performance, and organizational performance is directly related 
to organizational performance. In addition, a different set of knowledge management is associated with a specific 
value discipline (i.e., customer intimacy, product development and operational excellence). Interestingly, there is 
a significant gap between knowledge management, legally considered important, and intellectuals directly 
related to organizational performance. The significance of this research is important to both practitioners and 
scholars. Advised on future work in this area. Lee and Choi (2003) developed a research model that links 
knowledge management factors to each other. The model includes seven drivers: collaboration, trust, learning, 
centralization, formalization, T-shaped skills and information technology support. The focus is on the process of 
knowledge creation, such as socialization, externalization, combination and internalization of information 
technology support that only have a positive impact on the knowledge portfolio. Discovering organizational 
creativity is critical to improving performance; neglecting ideas can undermine business. The results can serve as 
a stepping stone to further empirical research and can help develop powerful strategies that involve trade-offs 
between knowledge management facilitators. 

4. Conclusion 
Through using the method of documentary metrology and the visualized tool Citespace software, we conducted 
quantitative analysis on the related literatures in the field of knowledge management from three aspects: research 
hotspots, evolution trends, and knowledge bases. The collection of knowledge mappings in this field are outlined 
and summarized, provides more theoretical and practical guidance for academia and industry. 
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